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Event Info:
Back in the Stacks: Bringing Professional Organizations into Professional Life
ACRL New Members Discussion Group
Elliott Bay – Westin Hotel, Seattle, WA
ALA Midwinter Meeting 2013
Sunday, 27 January, 2013
10:30am – 11:30am
Panel Description:
Where is the common ground between our roles in organizations like ACRL
and our day-to-day work as academic librarians? How can we translate our
professional service into practical skills from 9 to 5? Join ACRL’s New
Members Discussion Group in a moderated conversation about the
relationship between our professional careers and our day jobs. A panel of
four academic librarians will share their experiences, offer advice, and
answer questions.
Panelists:
 Suzy Palmer, Dean of the Greenwood Library at Longwood University
 Coral Sheldon-Hess, Web Services Librarian at the University of Alaska
Anchorage
 Nan Schichtel, Information Literacy & Outreach Librarian at Grand Rapids
(MI) Community College
 Gene Springs, Business Information Services Librarian at Rutgers University
Libraries
Moderator: Tyler Dzuba (University of Rochester)
Session Secretary: Elizabeth DeBold (UNC-Chapel Hill)
Discussion and Questions
Question: What professional organizations are you involved with?
The panelists are involved with ALA, State associations and councils, ACRL,
LLAMA, a variety of committees as both a dedicated member and an
observational member, and town and community leadership at the local level
(for example, chambers of commerce, historical societies, and churches).

Sometimes, even though you have a commitment to an organization, it’s
difficult to work a committee into your job if your position changes and you
are no longer involved in that area. Feel comfortable switching to a different
committee that is more in line with your work, or resigning altogether. You
can wait to choose which committees you would like to sit on until you get
your first long-term position. It’s desirable to have them mesh with what you
think about naturally.
Intern positions can be a great way to get on a committee if you’re a
student—you need to fill out the ACRL Volunteer form, but also get in touch
with the chair(s) of the committee you’re interested in. As an intern, you’ll
take minutes and help with the administration of the committee.
Question: Should I join other organizations (such as SLA or SAA)? How does that
work?
Find out what your colleagues are doing, and decide what you will get the
most out of. You can always add or drop organizations based on where you
feel the most fulfilled. As with committees, it can be difficult or take time to
figure out what the best fit is. Consider your research interests, your social
interests, and your job-related interests. Look for a “home”—do what feels
right and makes sense for you.
“It’s a marathon—not a sprint. You don’t have to join everything.”
Question: If you can’t attend meetings, should you join committees?
There’s a great deal of flexibility with this lately—committees are more open
to having conference calls or letting individuals Skype in. Life happens—
sometimes you can’t make every meeting, but being on committees is
valuable, and often the chairs and other members are willing to work with
each other to get the most out of a group.
Question: How many committees should you choose to serve on?
Don’t overdo it—there’s a cap of three committees anyway in ACRL, but you
don’t have to hit that limit and take on three. It’s easier when you can be on
committees in the same section, but over-committing is just as bad as not
joining anything.
Question: When in your career is a good time to get involved?
It depends—at first it might be more manageable to be involved at the local
or state level, and sometimes being involved there or at the regional level can
be a stepping-stone.

Things to consider: How does your institution support professional activity?
Can doing committee work be a part of your daily job, or do you have to do it
in your free time? Sometimes local chapters can be dominated by only a few
voices—look around and consider other organizations and conferences
available. Don’t think that ALA, ACRL, or even library committees have to be
the be-all-end-all.
Question: How do employers feel in general about professional involvement?
Institutions are all different—some prefer that you stay local, while others
want you to make an impact at the national and international level. Some will
give you full funding to participate in these areas, while others won’t be able
to but will want you to participate just the same.
Question: Is it better to serve on committees, or focus on research?
The bottom line here is that you have to choose your professional activities
based on your interests, and not jumping through perceived professional
hoops. Feed your own interests as far as possible. You’ll be much happier and
more successful in the long run if you’re doing something that you really
enjoy and have an interest in.
It’s difficult to “create” on your own time, but you have to find a balance
between your own needs and what is expected of you. Definitely don’t shirk
your work or always put personal and professional needs ahead of your
institution’s expectations, but do make time for yourself and your
professional activities. Local activities can be considered professional
development just as much as traveling to national conferences.
General Advice
Saying no: learn to do it. It’s great to say yes when you’re new, and very
helpful to both you and others, but you need to learn your limits.
Keep your foot in the door in different areas—having marketable skills and
being up-to-date on them can help you get a job somewhere else, even
outside the library profession.
Session ended at 11:30am.
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